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Letter from the President 
 
Dear NSGS members, 
 
As I come to the end of my term as president of the NSGS, it seems an opportune time 
to review the strides that SEG near-surface geophysics has made in recent years.  To put 
this in context lets first look at some of the key points laid out in the strategic plan 
developed by the SEG Near Surface Strategic Task Force three years ago.  
 
SEG’s Near-surface Vision 
SEG is recognized as the leading global society for applied near-surface geophysics.  
Near-surface applications are increasing in number and societal value. Sharing and communication of theoretical 
advances, technology developments and best practices exemplified by case-histories are essential for the 
advancement and effective application of geophysics.  SEG unites and supports the near-surface community through 
delivery of relevant conferences, publications, professional development and outreach.   
 
How the SEG Near Surface community sees itself 
Near-surface geophysics is generally defined as the use of geophysical methods to investigate the upper few meters 
to hundreds of meters of the Earth’s crust.   Applications include, but are not limited to potable water management, 
engineered infrastructure and construction, gas storage, natural-hazard mitigation, mining, forensics, and 
archaeology.   Although the same physical principles are relevant for any target depth, the high degree of near-
surface heterogeneity and proximity to the free surface often dictates that dominant processes differ between the 
near surface and deeper investigations.  While near-surface geophysics shares many of the technical and cultural 
attributes of oil and gas exploration, the majority of near-surface geophysicists practice under very different 
economic drivers and conditions.  Further, the culture of near-surface geophysics maintains many unique 
characteristics not shared by the petroleum industry.    
 
SEG Near-surface Section Core Strategies 
 
Strategy 1 - Operational 
Work diligently to exploit the resources and advantages available from the SEG to get our organization functioning at 
a strong self-sustaining level.  Specific goals are to achieve the following  

• Priority 1:  Efficient management of membership to include maintaining an accurate and up to date 
membership list, collecting fees consistently, and maintaining web site services. 

• Priority 2: Establish a functional governance model for near-surface membership.  Ensure that this model is 
fully integrated into the overall SEG governance plan and ensures that serving near-surface geophysicists is an 
important component of SEG’s business and mission.  

• Priority 3: Develop a clear and compelling business model that defines how membership and the larger 
community will fund the near-surface activities and services.   

 
Strategy 2 - Coherence in applied NSG community 
Reduce fragmentation of the near surface community.  Follow a strategy of working with other organizations with a 
focus on activities that advance the use of applied NS geophysics.  
 

• Priority 1:  Resolve the divisive historical relationship with EEGS. 
• Priority 2: Establish a working relationship with the AGU near-surface focus group and hydrogeophysics 

technical committee.   
• Priority 3: Establish formal relationships with NSG components outside of North America. 



o Begin planning conference held outside of North America, and run cooperatively between ASEG, SEGJ, 
KSEG, and CGS.  SEG will be the primary operator and the goal is to hold a biannual meeting beginning 
in 2013. 

• Priority 4:  Establish outreach with more distant NSG related organizations such as civil engineering, 
archeological associations, infrastructure, and forensics.  Identify and establish a cooperative activity with at 
least one new group per year. 

• Priority 5: Work with the SEG Foundation to establish link between the SEG Near Surface community and 
Geoscientists without Borders.  

 
Strategy 3  - Delivery of Value to Members 
The near-surface community needs to see clear and compelling reasons to acquire and maintain SEG membership.  
Develop a suite of products and services that provide value to the SEG near-surface members. 
 

• Priority 1: Assemble our membership list and define the major constituencies (thought to be university 
research, practicing geophysicists providing professional services, and technology developers/vendors, 
students.) by the end of 2011.  Determine the products and services that provide the most value. 

• Priority 2:  Develop and implement a communications plan within 1 year.  This plan should include 
information provided to current SEG members and marketing to non-members.  Information delivery should 
take advantage of SEG publications, web presence, and social media.  Student members should be clearly 
addressed in the communications plan. 

• Priority 3: Each year implement a program or activity that addresses each of these valued areas. 
o Develop and begin implementation of suite of continuing education courses by FY 2013.  Make courses 

available through partner organizations such as AGU, EEGS, SEGJ, ASEG, and Korean SEG.   
 
What progress has been made? 
While some of the operational objectives described above remain on hold pending the conclusion of merger 
negotiations with EEGS, SEG has accomplished much in striving to meet its long term strategic goals for the near 
surface community.  This includes 

• In 2012, SEG hired a full-time staff member, Laurie Whitesell, who is dedicated to supporting near-surface 
activities.  

• SEG sponsored Hydrogeophysics Summer Research Workshops in 2006 and 2012; Both workshops were well 
attended and considered highly successful. 

• SEG sponsored a Cryosphere Geophysics workshop in 2013 with good attendance and an excellent suite of 
presentations. 

• The 2008 SEG Forum in Las Vegas had an NSG focus (“Managing our Groundwater Resources for the Future”) 
for the first time in its history in honor of the NSG Section’s 15-year anniversary. 

• The 2012 SEG Forum in Las Vegas again feature an NSG focused topic – “Corporate and Academic Social 
Responsibility: Engagement or Estrangement?” 

• SEG Foundation Geoscientists Without Borders® Program, which commenced in 2009, is demonstrating a 
strong demand for humanitarian applications and public-relations potential.  Recent approach from AGI to 
broaden scope beyond SEG and geophysics. 

• SEG China office has initiated communication with China Geophysical Society (CGS), the home of non-
petroleum geophysicists.  SEG co-organized workshops in 2010 and 2012 at the bi-annual conference of the 
Chinese near-surface geophysical community.   

• AGU and SEG signed a formal collaboration MOU in 2010 and established a joint committee to consider and 
develop cooperative ventures to include, but not be limited to, near-surface geophysics activities.  The 
committee is presently active and a number of cooperative activities have grown from this committee 
including joint sponsorship of the SEG Cryosphere and Hydrogeophysics workshops along with joint sessions at 
the respective annual meetings. 

• The first Asian/Pacific conference on near surface geophysics was held in Beijing in the summer of 2013 with 
300+ attendees.  The 5 cooperating societies who cosponsored the meeting – SEG, CGS, ASEG, KSEG, and SEGJ 
– have an agreement to continue meeting biannually with next meeting to be in Hawaii in the summer of 
2015.   

• SEG Near Surface Honorary Lecturer tour was launched in 2012 with Rick Miller giving his talk at more than 25 
venues globally.  Valentina Socco is giving the 2013 tour and is already booked at over 18 venues in South 
America, Europe, Asia, and North America. 

 
What is on the horizon? 



 
In addition to all of the activities noted above, there are several developments on the horizon.  These include: 

• Planning has begun for the SEG/Dhahran Geophysical Society Near Surface Modeling & Imaging Workshop 
scheduled to occur 8-10 March 2014 in Dubai. 

• An initial meeting has occurred to discuss the possibility of a joint workshop with the American Association of 
Civil Engineers (ASCE) on Infrastructural Geophysics. 

• A meeting between SEG and SBGf took place in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil at the - 13th International Congress of 
the Brazilian Geophysical Society & Expo to further develop a joint workshop with a title that would attract 
both Near Surface and oil & gas professionals, tentatively “Near-Surface Seismic: velocity, statics and surface 
waves”.  

• The first Near Surface Education Event is scheduled for 4 November 2013, in Reston, VA. The event includes 
three NS continuing education courses: Seismic Surface Waves, Full-Waveform Inversion of GPR Data, and 
HVSR—A Passive Seismic Resonance Method. 

 
As you can see, the range of near-surface activities and member services at SEG is ramping up and the future is 
bright indeed.   
 
Best regards, 
 
John Bradford 



	  
Feature Article:  
The Wyoming Center for Environmental Hydrology and Geophysics 
	  
This issue's feature articles are contributed by Steve Holbrook and Scott Miller, Co-Directors of 
WyCEHG at the University of Wyoming. 
	  
A new center focused on hydrogeophysics, the Wyoming Center for Environmental Hydrology and 
Geophysics, was established in 2012 at the University of Wyoming.  The center – referred to locally 
by its acronym WyCEHG (pronounced “Y-Keg”) – was funded by a $20 M “Research Infrastructure Improvement” (RII) grant from 
NSF-EPSCoR.  WyCEHG is interdisciplinary, linking surface water hydrology, groundwater hydrology, surface processes, ecology, 
botany, snow processes, numerical modeling and geophysics.  About fifteen faculty from eight departments across four colleges 
are involved in the center. 
 
 The overarching philosophy of WyCEHG is to use near-surface 
geophysics to bridge surface hydrology with groundwater processes.  The 
three science themes of the center are (1) advancing knowledge of 
mountain hydrology; (2) understanding the response of mountain 
watersheds to disturbances (bark beetle kill, fire, climate change, oil and 
gas development); and (3) developing innovations in methodology, 
including new geophysical and hydrological modeling techniques.  A major 
thrust of the center will be to assess the role of fracture permeability in 
surface/groundwater interactions in mountain systems using images from 
near-surface geophysics to inform high-performance models of flow.  
Modeling will be done on the NCAR-Wyoming Supercomputing Center, a 
1.5 petaflop system that currently ranks in the top 20 of the world’s 
fastest supercomputers.  Special emphasis will be on applying geophysical 
techniques to address critical zone science.  We have acquired data in the 
Southern Sierra Critical Zone Observatory, and are interested in 
developing ties to other NSF-supported CZO’s, especially those that do 
not currently have geophysicists among their PI group. 
 
 To address those goals, WyCEHG is investing in substantial new 
human and physical infrastructure (“people” and “stuff”).  On the 
“people” side, we are hiring (or have hired) two facility managers, four 
tenure-track faculty members, three postdocs per year, ten graduate 
students per year, and numerous undergraduate assistants.  The new 
faculty positions will be in hydrogeophysics (Andy Parsekian), snow 
hydrology (Noriaki Ohara), hydrological modeling (search approved), and rock physics (TBD). On the “stuff” side, we have 
developed two equipment facilities:  FINSE (Facility for Imaging the Near- 
and Sub-surface Environment) and SSHL (Surface and Subsurface 
Hydrology Laboratory).  Geophysical equipment acquired or planned for 
purchase includes GPR (antennas 100-800 MHz), resistivity/IP, spectral 
induced polarization, NMR, EMI, seismic refraction and reflection, magnetic gradiometer, gravimeter, downhole logging tools, 
RTK GPS, portable LiDAR, and a CHIRP acoustic subbottom profiler.  The SSHL facility includes an array of hydrological, 
geochemical and ecological equipment (both field and laboratory) capable of investigating the near surface atmosphere, stream 
systems, environmental tracers and isotopes, and groundwater systems. We are building several heavily instrumented 
experimental watersheds throughout Wyoming that will serve as locales for integrated hydrology and geophysics teaching and 
research. 

 In addition to our scientific and infrastructure goals, 
WyCEHG has broad objectives related to education, diversity, 
workforce development and outreach.  Our education activities 
include undergraduate research fellowships, student-led research 
projects in hydrogeophysics at Wyoming’s community colleges, and 
a summer field course in “ecohydrogeophysics”  jointly sponsored 
with Jackson State University in Mississippi.  A novel workforce 
development program includes summer internships that match 
students trained in near-surface geophysics with interested private-
sector companies.  This program got off to a good start in 2013, as 
LowhamWalsh hired an intern who used geophysical methods to 
image void spaces in abandoned coal mine lands.  Annual Water 
Interest Group meetings will bring together stakeholders, scientists, 
and representatives from government agencies, with the goal of 
establishing mechanisms for WyCEHG equipment and people to 

Undergraduates Callie Berman (U. of Wyoming) and 
Lizzie Starks (Jackson State U.) deploying electrodes 
for resistivity work in the Laramie Range, Wyoming. 

Resistivity profile (color) and magnetic field data from the 
Blair watershed, Laramie Range, Wyoming.  The vertical, 
conductive feature likely represents a fluid-filled fracture 
system in bedrock, which appears to be connected to the 
surface hydrological system (thin conductive sediments in 
the center of the profile). 



produce research and results of direct use to stakeholders in Wyoming and the region. 
 
 While this project would, of course, not be possible without the generous support of the U.S. National Science 
Foundation, the University of Wyoming has also made substantial contributions to this project.  These include $4 M in grant 
matching funds, space for new hires and facilities, and long-term commitments to transition new faculty, staff and IT hires to 
University funds.  For example, the manager of FINSE (Brad Carr, formerly of AGI and Geophex) will become a permanent, state-
funded position at the end of the grant, enabling long-term viability of the geophysical facility.  Indeed, such sustainability will 
be a key outcome of our center:  our long-term intention is for FINSE to become a national near-surface geophysical facility, 
which can coordinate training, equipment loan, and collaborative research.  While many details remain to be worked out in that 
transition, at this stage, we are developing (and inviting!) new collaborations that will help establish WyCEHG as a center of 
excellence in the state, nation, and beyond.  Do not hesitate to contact us with ideas and suggestions. 



NSGS Election Results 
 
Congratulations to our new Executive Committee Members!    
 
We are pleased to announce the winners of the NSGS executive committee elections. Dr. John Lane (USGS) will join as the 
President-Elect and Dr. Dylan Mikesell (MIT) will join as the Secretary.    
 
John Lane is Chief of the USGS Office of Groundwater, Branch of Geophysics, and an associate research 
professor and graduate student advisor at the University of Connecticut, in the Department of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering and the Center for Integrated Geosciences. He holds BS and MS degrees in Geology 
and Geophysics from the University of Connecticut and a Doctorate in Earth and Environmental Engineering 
from Columbia University, New York. John's research focuses on the development and application of surface 
and borehole geophysical methods to characterize fractured rock and porous media aquifers and the use of 
electrical and electromagnetic geophysics to monitor hydrologic processes, ionic tracer tests, and engineered 
remediation. Recent work has centered on the development of mobile geophysical platforms, use of passive 
seismic methods for bedrock mapping, and application of fiber-optic distributed temperature sensing to assess groundwater-
surface water exchange. A key aspect of John's work is the development and implementation of geophysical training courses and 
workshops for geoscientists engaged in groundwater exploration and water-resources studies. A geophysical specialist for the 
Fulbright Program, John has a particular interest in educational outreach and humanitarian assistance in developing countries.   
 
Dylan Mikesell has a B.Sc. in Geophysical Engineering from Colorado School of Mines (CSM) and a Ph.D. in 
Geophysics from Boise State University (BSU). Between his degrees, Dylan worked as a Geophysical Project 
Engineer in non-destructive testing at Olson Engineering. He is currently an NSF Postdoctoral Fellow at the 
Earth Resources Laboratory at MIT. Before that he was a postdoc at the Observatoire de la Côte d'Azur in 
France. Dylan enjoys teaching and mentoring, and he has helped organize and participated in two SEG 
Geoscientists Without Borders projects. He was a student instructor at the CSM/BSU undergraduate 
geophysics field camp from 2005 to 2010. In 2011 he was an NSF GK-12 Graduate Fellow, developing and 
teaching STEM lessons focused on the hydrosphere to the K-12 audience and the larger local Boise 
community. 



 
Harold B. Mooney Award Winner – Lee Slater 
 
Congratulations to Professor Lee Slater, Rutgers University, Newark, New Jersey, for having been selected for the 2013  
Harold B. Mooney Award. The award will be presented during the NSGS reception. The following is NSGS president John 
Bradford’s congratulatory letter to Professor Slater. 
 
Dear Lee, 
 
I am delighted to inform you that the Awards Committee of the Near Surface Section of 
the SEG has selected you to be this year’s recipient of the Harold Mooney Award.  The 
Harold Mooney Award was established in 1995 and is given each year to “an individual in 
recognition of long-term, tireless, and enthusiastic support of the near-surface 
geophysics community through education, outreach efforts, professional service, or 
development of opportunities with other professional disciplines that employ 
geophysics”.  The committee felt strongly that you exemplify these characteristics in 
your support of students and service to the near-surface geophysics community both as 
an organizational leader and as a technical leader.  I take here a few quotes from your 
nomination letter which capture the depth of your contributions - “Lee has an amazing 
ability to mentor students and to inspire them not just to succeed but also to excel in 
the field of geophysics”; “[a]n important forum for his mentorship has been his support 
of the Rutgers-Newark SEG student chapter…[which]  initiated an annual 
Hydrogeophysics workshop which brings scientists from the broader community together 
to learn about and use near-surface geophysics”; “Lee has been instrumental in 
establishing two new subfields of NSG: biogeophysics and peatland geophysics”.  You 
have been generous with your time having worked as the AGU Near Surface Group 
President, served as a member of the EEGS Board, and having organized numerous 
workshops and conferences.  The committee also noted your efforts to improve the 
funding climate at NSF for near surface geophysics.  In all, an exemplary record and well 
deserved recognition – Congratulations! 
 
John H Bradford 
NSGS President 
 
 
 



2013 SEG Annual Meeting  
 
 
Near-Surface Geophysics Section Dinner/Reception 
Date: Tuesday, 24 September, 7:00 PM-11:00 PM  
Location: Sambuca Restaurant in the Rice Hotel 
909 Texas Ave. 
Houston, TX  
 
Near Surface Geophysics Luncheon 
Date: Tuesday, 24 September, 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 
Location: George R. Brown Convention Center 
Near Surface Coordinator: John Bradford 
Guest Speaker: Don Steeples, 
Topic: NSG: Where have we been, where are we going? 
Biography: Don Steeples is McGee Distinguished Professor of Geophysics at the University of Kansas where he recently completed 

eight years as Vice Provost. Don earned a BS in geophysics (1969) and an MS in geology (1970) from K-State 
where he was a member of both the varsity football and varsity track teams. After two years as a U. S. Army 
lieutenant, he returned to school and received an MS (1974) and PhD (1975) in geophysics from Stanford. He was 
at the Kansas Geological Survey from 1975 until 1992, serving four years as Deputy Director. He served the 
Society of Exploration Geophysicists as Distinguished Lecturer in 2007 and is President-Elect for 2012-13. He has 
done consulting for more than 50 clients. With his brother, he operates a 2200-acre wheat farm in Kansas. 
Harold Mooney Awardees' Talk: Lee Slater 

 
 
SEG-AGU NSFG-EEGS Near Surface Post-Convention Workshop Info: 
Date: Friday, 27 September, 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m., 
Location: George R. Brown Convention Center 
Co-chairs: John Goff and Jeff Paine 
The Near Surface Section of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists, with the support of the AGU Near Surface Focus Group and 
the Environmental and Engineering Geophysical Society, is conducting a coastal geophysics workshop at the SEG Annual Meeting 
in Houston in September 2013. The deadline for abstract submission is expressing interest in presenting at this workshop is 30 
April 2013. Please send requests for consideration to John Goff or Jeff Paine. Those who wish to attend but would rather not 
give a presentation should also contact the organizers. 
	  
Sessions 
ORAL SESSIONS: 
SS 1: AGU-SEG Hydrogeophysics 
Session Chairs: Andrew Parsekian and Alireza Malehmir 
Monday PM 
 
NS 1: Seismic Reflection and Tomography  
Session Chairs: John Bradford and Steve Sloan 
Tuesday AM 
 
NS 2: Surface Waves  
Session Chairs: George Tsoflias and Koya Suto 
Tuesday PM 
 
HA/NS 1: Addressing Risks and Resources in Humanitarian Applications  
Session Chairs: John Bradford and Stephen Moysey 
Tuesday PM 
 
NS 3: Statics  
Session Chairs: Rick Miller and Huub Douma 
Wednesday AM 
 
NS 4: Seismoelectric, Electromagnetic, and Electrical Methods  
Session Chairs: Louise Pellerin and Andrei Swidinsky 
Wednesday AM 
 
POSTER SESSION: 



NS P1: Seismic General Contributions -  
Session Chairs: Robert Ley and Ralph Bridle 
Monday PM  
 
E-POSTER SESSION: 
NS/HA E-P1: Multidisciplinary Studies and Applications 
Session Chairs: Stephen Moysey and Remke Van Dam 
Tuesday AM 
	  



 
NSGS Travel Grant Award Winners 
 
NSGS received an unusually large number of 21 high quality applications for its Student Travel Grant Program. After careful 
review of the applications, we selected the four winners listed below. We will present these students with a check for $500 
during the NSGS evening reception on Tuesday September 24, starting at 7PM in the Sambuca Restaurant in the Rice Hotel in 
Houston. We thank student travel sponsor companies Bartington and Geometrics for their generous contributions to these grants. 
 
 
Edan Gofer, Tel Aviv University 
“Surface wave anisotropy in granular media: Comparison between numerical tests and field data” 
Session NS 2, Surface Waves 
Tuesday, September 24, 2013, 2:20 PM 
Room:  320 AD 
 
Brett Judy, University of Kansas 
“Geoforensic analysis of high-resolution seismic reflection data to unravel the complex past of natural salt dissolution features 
in the upper 250 m” 
Session NS/HA E-P1, Multidisciplinary Studies and Applications 
Tuesday, September 24, 9:40 AM 
Room:  342 D, e-Poster Station 2 
 
Jordan Nolan, University of Kansas  
“Near-surface salt dissolution void identification using passive MASW” 
Session PSC E-P1, Recent Developments 
Monday, September 23, 2013, 3:50 PM 
Room 342 D, e-Poster Station 2 
 
Jide Ogunbo, University of Science and Technology of China  
“TEM search engine for fast near surface imaging” 
Session NS 4, Seismoelectric, Electromagnetic, and Electrical Methods 
Wednesday, September 25, 2013, 4:00 PM 
Room:  320 AD 



 

SEG Annual Meeting – Abstract Reviewers 
 
Organization of the sessions for the Annual Meeting has been a challenging but rewarding task. The near surface topic and the 
hydrogeophysics special session received a total of around 95 abstracts for consideration. Following a thorough assessment of all 
submissions, we were able to prepare an exciting program with five oral sessions, a poster session, and two sessions (oral and e-
poster) cross-listed with the Humanitarian Applications topic. We would like to thank an impressively long list of colleagues who 
volunteered their time to review the many abstracts: 
 
 
Ted Asch, Michael Asten, Esther Babcock, Les Beard, Larry Bentley, Pat Berge, Steve Billings, John Bradford, Ralph Bridle, Carlos 
Calderon, Christina Chan-Park, Doug Crice, Les Davis, Tom Dobecki, Mine Dogan, Ray Farrell, Hancheng Ge, Tatiana Gilstrap, 
Erwan Gloaguen, Elliot Grunewald, Seth Haines, Kevin Hayley, Emily Hinz, Klaus Holliger, James Irving, Rob Jacob, Dush 
Jayawickreme, Yih Jeng, Mason Kass, John Lane, Robert Ley, Tim Long, Adam Mangel, Edgar Manukyan, Pierpaolo Marchesini, 
Stefano Marelli, Darcy McPhee, Giovanni Meles, Dylan Mikesell, Rick Miller, Mike Morrison, Stephen Moysey, Vanessa Nenna, 
Erasmus Oware, Andy Parsekian, Louise Pellerin, Dale Rucker, Jacob Sheehan, Laura Sherrod, Steve Sloan, Ben Sternberg, Koya 
Suto, Ryan Swanson, Robert Szerbiak, Sandra Takata, John Triantafilis, George Tsoflias, Daryl Tweeton, Deb Underwood, Jan van 
der Kruk, Diego Vazquez Anzola, Zhouhong (John) Wei, and Chong Zeng. 
 
Kristina Keating - AGU-SEG Hydrogeophysics Special Session - Organizer 
Remke Van Dam - SEG Annual Meeting Technical Program Committee - NS Topic 
 



Coastal Geophysics Workshop 
 
SEG Post-Convention Workshop on “Near Surface Geophysics in the Dynamic Coastal Environment: Crossing the Land/Sea 
Interface” 
 
Organizers: John Goff and Jeff Paine (Contact: goff@ig.utexas.edu) 
 
This post-SEG convention workshop is being held from 8:30 am to 5 pm on Friday, September 27, 2013, at the George R. Brown 
Convention Center in Houston, Texas. A full description of the workshop can be found at http://www.seg.org/web/annual-
meeting-2013/technical-program/post-convention-workshops/w-20. 
 
Participation is possible for conference delegates and as a stand-alone event. To register for just the workshop ($200), go to 
http://www.seg.org/web/annual-meeting-2013/registration and select "Click here to Register for SEG Houston 2013!!". Click on 
the "Register" button. Log in using your SEG username and password (you don't have to be an SEG member). Once you're in, you 
can edit the "My Registration" section of the displayed page. On the My Registration page, select the first item (“Non-Member 
Events Only Pass”) and change your badge info if necessary. Edit the "My Events & Extras" entry by choosing "Workshops 
Thursday and Friday". Registration remains open until the day of the workshop. 
 
 
 
Presenting Authors with Affiliation and Titles 
 
20 minute talks plus 5 minutes of discussion 
 
Welcome message from chairs: 0830 
 
Seismic 
 
0840 George A. McMechan, University of Texas at Dallas, “High resolution geophysical investigations for sedimentological and 
hydrogeological environments of Gulf coast barrier islands” 
 
0905 Jane Uptegrove, New Jersey Geological and Water Survey, “High-resolution seismic tracing of the Holocene transgression 
across the coastal interface, Brigantine, New Jersey” 
 
0930 Lee M. Liberty, Boise State University, “Post glacial sediment supply and depositional history for the coastal areas of 
southern Alaska: new insights from seismic reflection data” 
 
0955 Jie Shen, Louisiana State University, Dept. Geology and Geophysics, ”Constitutive elastic models to predict shallow (<30m) 
seismic velocities: Natural soils beneath an earthen levee: Marrero, Louisiana, U.S.A.” 
Break: 1020  
 
1040 John H. Bradford, Department of Geosciences, Boise State University, “Geophysical imaging to manage salt water intrusion 
in Benin, West Africa: Challenges in an urban, coastal environment” 
 
1105 Laurie Whitesell, SEG, “Seismic reflection and beach nourishment - lessons from Hurricane Sandy” 
 
1130 John A. Goff, Institute for Geophysics, The University of Texas at Austin, “Geophysical investigations of wave ravinement 
at the base of the shoreface: Hurricanes Ike and Sandy” 
 
Break for Lunch: 1155 
 
Morphology: LiDAR, Bathymetry, Photography 
 
1315 Jesse McNinch, Field Research Facility, Coastal Observation and Analysis Branch, ERDC, USACE, “Beach erosion during 
storms: sensitivity to inner surf-zone morphology and geology” 
 
1340 Jeffrey G. Paine, Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of Texas at Austin, “Airborne lidar on the Alaskan North 
Slope: wetlands mapping, lake volumes, and permafrost features” 
 
1405 Mark E. Vardy, University of Southampton, National Oceanography Centre, “Multi-disciplinary investigation into the role of 
regional event beds in near-shore landslides” 
 
1430 Elizabeth Madsen, University of South Carolina, Department of Earth & Ocean Sciences 
Columbia, "High-resolution tracking of marsh inundation patterns from tidal creek flooding revealed by balloon-based low-
altitude aerial photography" 



 
Break: 1455 
 
GPR and Resistivity 
 
1515 Mallorie Jewell, Texas A&M University, Department of Geology and Geophysics, ”Characterizing coastal dune blowouts 
using GPR in combination with LiDAR and historical air photos” 
 
1540 Bradley A. Weymer, Texas A&M University, Department of Geology and Geophysics, “Using GPR and EM to characterize 
barrier island transgression along the Texas Coast” 
 
1605 Kevin M. Befus, The University of Texas at Austin, Department of Geological Sciences, “Applications of DC resistivity for 
mapping hydrogeologic processes in coastal areas” 
 
1630 Scott M. White, University of South Carolina, Department of Earth & Ocean Sciences,  
"Electrical resistivity imaging of groundwater dynamics in coastal aquifers in the southeastern U.S." 
 

	  



Overview: First NS-Geophysics Asia Pacific Conference and Exhibition 
July 16-19, 2013, Beijing, China 
by Rick Miller 
 
Near surface geophysical communities from the Asia Pacific region gathered in Beijing for the first conference on near surface 
geophysics jointly sponsored by the five major geophysical societies of the Pacific Rim (CGS, ASEG, SEGJ, KSEG, SEG).  I applaud 
the Chinese Geophysical Society who hosted the meeting for delivering an outstanding agenda that included three excellent 
concurrent technical sessions as well as banquets and social experiences that were entertaining and rich in the culture of the 
region.  Senior leadership representing the partner societies offered glowing reviews of how well the conference was organized, 
quality of the technical content presented, and the level of attendance.  This Beijing meeting was planned to be the first in a 
biannual series of meetings rotated between host societies.  Planning for this first meeting began just over two years ago now, 
with the first call for papers in February 2013.    
 
Our own John Bradford has been the SEG champion for this meeting series since conception.  With the close of this first meeting, 
it appears his concept was well founded and sustainable.  All the partner societies felt the meeting series fills a much-needed 
void in cross pollination of ideas and enhanced awareness of near-surface geophysics applications and practices within each 
country in this region.   
 
Future meetings were assigned as follows: 

• China—2013 
• USA—2015 (Hawaii) 
• Australia—2017  
• Japan or Korea—2019 & 2021 

 
 Overview of the meeting:  

• Attendance—300 plus  
• Technical Papers— ~135 
• Posters— ~40 
• 15 technical sessions; approximately 1/3 seismic, 1/3 electrical, 1/3 other; over half were methodology; one session was 

oil and gas exploration papers w/ near-surface focus. 
• Three keynotes presentations; two from Distinguished Professors from China University of Geosciences, Wuhan, and one 

SEG Near Surface HL 
• MOA between SEG-CGS signed  
• Greetings delivered by representatives of each co-hosting society at the opening banquet. 
• Facilities:  The two convention hotels were connected by passageways to convention center and were 30 minutes from 

the airport.  Facilities used included three ballrooms in convention center and a large reception area in the adjoining 
hotel. 

 
This meeting was characterized by the CGS as one of the big three near surface meetings held across the globe (SAGEEP in North 
America, EAGE NS in Europe, and now NSGAPC in the Asia-Pacific region).  Our partner societies were all enthused about 
continued involvement in future Asia-Pacific (Pan-Pacific) conferences with projections that as the word spreads about the 
success of this meeting that attendance and diversity of delegates at future meeting will dramatically increase.  Meetings of this 
size require coordination and attention to details as well as boots on the ground staff.  SEG staff deserves the gratitude of the 
entire AP near surface community for arranging a top notch venue and operating the meeting in a professional and highly 
organized fashion.  I am looking forward to the next meeting of this community in Hawaii in 2015.   
 
  



Calendar of Upcoming Events 
2013 
  
SEPTEMBER 
83rd Annual Meeting of Society of Exploration Geophysicists 
22-27 September 2013 
Houston, Texas, USA 
www.seg.org 
  
Near Surface Geophysics Luncheon 
24 September 2013 
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 
Houston, Texas, USA 
www.seg.org 
 
Near Surface Geophysics Dinner/Social 
24 September 2013 
7:00 PM-11:00 PM  
Sambuca Restaurant in the Rice Hotel  
909 Texas Ave. Houston, TX 
www.seg.org 
  
Coastal Geophysics Workshop 
27 September 2013 
Houston, Texas, USA 
www.seg.org 
  
NOVEMBER: 
 
Near Surface Education Event  
4 November 2013 
Washington, D.C. 
Learning Tree Conference Center 
www.seg.org/ce 
  
2014 
March 
  
DGS-SEG Near Surface Imaging and Modeling Workshop 
Bahrain 
 





	  
NSGS Membership 
 
Please encourage your colleagues to join the NSGS. Membership for students is free! All NSGS members must, however, also be 
members of our mother society SEG. 
  
NSGS membership exists in three classes based on the corresponding membership status with SEG: 
-Active: active member of SEG (15$ / year) 
-Affiliate: associate member of SEG (15$ / year) 
-Student: student member of SEG (free!!!) 
  
Membership applications can be found at: http://nsgs.seg.org/member-become.php  
 



Job Postings 
 
Boise State University - Assistant Professor of Geophysics  
 
Boise State University invites applications for a tenure track faculty position in geophysics to be filled at the level of Assistant 
Professor.   Boise State has an internationally recognized program in near-surface geophysics with active research programs in 
the fields of hydrogeophysics, inverse theory, seismic/acoustic/electromagnetic wave propagation, engineering geophysics, 
volcanology and cryospheric science.  The Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site, Dry Creek Experimental Watershed, excellent 
computational facilities, an extensive pool of field equipment, and our newly completed Environmental Research Building 
provide state-of-the-art field and interior lab facilities to support research in our dynamic academic community 
 
We seek a dynamic, recent PhD who will develop an internationally recognized program that complements and supports our 
programs in near-surface geophysics, via external funding.  Active and continued growth and development of the geophysics 
program, through research and teaching, is required. The successful candidate will demonstrate the potential for collaborative 
research efforts, providing research opportunities for students, and effective teaching of both undergraduate and graduate level 
geophysics courses. 
 
Please apply online at https://cgiss.boisestate.edu/~pm/FacultySearch/ where you will upload a cover letter, curriculum vitae, 
statement of research and teaching interests, and contact information for at least three references.  Please reference Search 
Number AS-0008-13.  Review of applicants will begin October 15 and will continue until the position is filled. Applications 
received after that point may be considered if the position is not filled from the finalist pool.  For additional information 
contact: Geophysics Search Committee, Department of Geosciences, Boise State University, 1910 University Drive, Boise, ID 
83725, geopsearch@boisestate.edu. 
 
Boise State University is an EEO/AA Institution, Veterans preference. 
 
 
Northeastern University STEM Future Faculty Fellowship Program 
 
Northeastern University invites nominations and applications from candidates in the STEM (science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics) fields for the Northeastern University STEM Future Faculty Fellowship (Postdoctoral) Program.  
 
Northeastern University’s mission emphasizes translational research that addresses global challenges and enhances social 
wellbeing.  Northeastern University strives to create a vibrant and diverse community, characterized by collaboration, 
creativity, and unwavering commitment to excellence and an equally unwavering commitment to exhibiting respect for one 
another.  Northeastern celebrates diversity in all its forms and fosters a culture of respect that affirms inter-group relations and 
builds community.  
 
Consistent with Northeastern’s mission, vision and core values, the objectives of the STEM Future Faculty fellowship program 
are: 

1. to encourage and promote excellence and diversity in the pool of future faculty candidates in the STEM fields at 
Northeastern; 

2. to introduce to Northeastern’s academic community qualified postdoctoral researchers in the STEM fields who are 
considering faculty careers; 

3. to enhance opportunities for academic careers in the STEM fields for persons from diverse backgrounds who have 
demonstrated a commitment to an inclusive faculty and an inclusive academic experience for all students; 

4. to prepare Future Faculty Fellows for possible tenure-track appointments at Northeastern; 
5. to enhance the academic environment of Northeastern’s STEM fields by providing opportunities for students and faculty 

to gain experience in multi-cultural, broadly diverse and inclusive work settings and research collaborations that improve 
the capacity of all their members.   

 
More information can be found online at:  http://www.northeastern.edu/advance/recruitment/northeastern-university-stem-
future-faculty-fellowship-program/  
  
 
 
The Department of Geology at the University at Buffalo - tenure-track faculty position. 
  
Assistant or Associate Professor of Near Surface Geophysics or Hydrogeophysics. We seek a scholar who applies geophysical 
techniques to solve hydrogeologic problems. Researchers interested in developing novel approaches to characterize 
hydrogeologic processes and/or properties over a range of spatial scales and/or by combining data from multiple tools are of 
particular interest. 
  



The successful candidate will join the Department’s growing environmental group that maintains interdisciplinary collaborations 
within UB and internationally, and will have opportunities to participate in activities of the UB Center for Geohazards Studies. 
The successful candidates will be expected to develop and maintain innovative, extramurally funded research programs that 
build on our current research and education strengths in hydrogeology, volcanology, climate change, and ecology. The successful 
candidate will have a demonstrated commitment to teaching; teaching duties will involve undergraduate and graduate level 
courses in the candidates’ specialties. Service to the discipline, department and/or university is expected. Successful candidates 
must have a Ph.D. degree at the time of appointment.  The Department is committed to the importance of a diverse faculty.  
Women and minorities are particularly encouraged to apply.  
  
Applications must be submitted through the UB Jobs website: 
  
Near Surface Geophysics (posting #1300569) 
https://www.ubjobs.buffalo.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=56486 
 
We will begin to review candidates on Oct. 1, 2013 and continue until the position is filled. Inquiries concerning these positions 
should be made to geology@buffalo.edu. The University at Buffalo is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer 
(AA/EOE). 
 
Internal Number: 1300569 & 1300570 
 
 
University of Wyoming - PhD Graduate Assistantship in Hydrology 
 
A PhD assistantship in Hydrology is available at the University of Wyoming in Laramie. The successful candidate will develop and 
test novel methodologies for integrating hydrological and geophysical observations into numerical models to quantify sub-surface 
water flow and solute transport in mountainous regions. Students interested in snow hydrology, numerical modeling, and 
geophysical methods are encouraged to apply. The student will be enrolled in the PhD program in Water Resources / 
Environmental Science & Engineering (www.uwyo.edu/wrese). Research work will be conducted within the framework of the NSF 
funded Wyoming Center for Environmental Hydrology and Geophysics (www.uwyo.edu/wycehg). To apply, email a statement of 
interest, resume, GPA and GRE scores, and contact information for three references to tkellene@uwyo.edu. For more 
information, contact Thijs Kelleners, Associate Professor in Soil Physics, Department of Ecosystem Science & Management at 
307-766-4279. 


